CORRIGENDUM

TENDER NO: AIIMS/Pat/Tender/Operation Theatre/OT Light Ceiling Mounted/2013 DATED: 10.09.2013


After pre-bid meeting on 18.09.2013 following corrigendum is issued:

**Item no. 1: Specification for LED OT light with camera.**

1. In 2nd paragraph, **using multitudinous 2 or 3 colour LEDs** should be read as- **Single colour LED**.
2. In specification of Light system, in 3rd paragraph, **It should have the adjustments for brightness control, color temperature and field size diameter adjustment, all in various steps** should be read as- **It should have the adjustments for brightness control and field size diameter adjustment, all in various steps**.
3. In specification of Light system, in 5th paragraph, **cordless remote control handset** should be read as- **remote control handset**.
4. In specification of Light system, in 6th paragraph, **color temperature ranging from 3500-5000Kelvin** should be read as- **color temperature ranging from 4200-4500Kelvin**.
5. In specification of Light system, in 7th paragraph, **Lighting intensity at 1 m density: at least 160,000 Lux on each dome** should be read as- **Lighting intensity at 1 m density: at least 160,000 Lux on main dome and at least 140,000 Lux on second dome**.
6. In technical specifications of HD Camera (minimum specifications), the specifications of color temperature is deleted.
7. The specifications of Monitor should be read as- 30 inch LCD Monitor, wall mountable, should be compatible with HD camera attached with end to end fibre optic cable.
8. The specification of Recording system should be read as- The video recording system (complete with PC and loaded essential supporting software) for digital recording and transmission, Should allow for Digital recording of activities in the OT through digital video recording system, Live remote video monitoring, Retrieving archived video instantly, Sub- titling of patient date on the video, Possibility of LAN/WAN connectivity, Compatibility with PAL system.

**Item no. 2: OT Light Ceiling Mounted (Without Camera)**

1. All the specifications of OT Light ceiling mounted (without camera) are replaced with the specifications of LED OT Light with camera without HD camera, Monitor and Recording system.

(Rajiv Narayan)
Administrative Officer